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 Supervising Professor:  Benjamin Carrion Schaefer 

 

 

 

 
In this thesis, we propose an approximate computing methodology based on bit width optimization that 

reduces the internal signal’s bit widths in behavioral descriptions for HLS, and in particular  SystemC 

in order to trade-off area and delay vs. output error. This methodology is coupled with a novel Binary 

search strategy for selecting the bit widths of the aforementioned internal signals in order to obtain a 

trade-off of Pareto-optimal configurations. In order to prove the efficacy of the proposed methodology 

we have implemented this methodology and tested it on six benchmarks from S2CBench v.2.2. The 

proposed method is abbreviated as ACdesigns, which are the approximate computing designs with error 

less than Emax% (tolerable maximum error). These are the designs which are obtained after the bit width 

reduction. Since these designs use smaller bit widths than the original, they result in less area and delay. 

Also, the error, area and running time are all critical parameters to get ACdesigns. 

 

Thus, we study and prove experimentally that the strategy for bit width selection takes less running 

time than the brute force and will eventually lead to the optimal area vs. error Pareto-optimal designs.  

Finally, we prove that the implementation with the proposed method is on average 20.59% more area 

efficient compared to static methods used in commercial HLS Tools and results in better running 

time over brute force method. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesis motivation 

As large-scale fields such as scientific computing, data mining or other engineering field gain 

prominence, the computational and storage demands of modern systems have far exceeded the 

available resources. Energy-efficiency has become the paramount concern in designing these 

computing systems. It is evident that increase in performance demands will soon outpace the growth 

in resource budget and hence, over-provisioning of resources alone will not solve the conundrum that 

awaits the computing industry in the near future [1]. 

A promising solution for this persisting problem is approximate computing, which is based on the 

intuitive observation that while performing exact computation or maintaining peak-level service 

demand require high amount of resources, allowing selective approximation or occasional violation of 

the specification can provide disproportionate gains in efficiency. 

Approximate computing relies on the ability of many systems and applications to tolerate some loss of 

quality or optimality in the computed result. By relaxing the need for fully precise or completely 

deterministic operations, approximate computing techniques allow substantially improved energy 

efficiency.There are also specific applied studies of interest, to see how specific applications behave 

in an approximate computing environment, such as a video encoder in action with simulated error 

injections. For k-means clustering 50× energy saving can be achieved by allowing classification 

accuracy loss of 5 percent. Similarly, a neural approximation approach can accelerate an inverse 

kinematics application by up to 26× compared to the GPU execution, while incurring an error of less 

than 5 percent [1]. 
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Meanwhile, many applications have intrinsic tolerance to inaccuracy. Applications in domains like 

computer vision, media processing, machine learning, and sensor data analysis already incorporate 

imprecision into their design. Large-scale data analytics focus on aggregate trends rather than the 

integrity of individual data elements. In domains such as computer vision and robotics, there are no 

perfect answers: results can vary in their usefulness, and the output quality is always in tension with 

the resources that the software needs to produce them. All these applications are approximate 

programs: a range of possible values can be considered “correct” outputs for a given input. From the 

perspective of an approximate program, today’s systems are overprovisioned with accuracy. Since the 

program is resilient, it does not need every arithmetic operation to be precisely correct and every bit of 

memory to be preserved at the same level of reliability. Approximate computing is a research agenda 

that seeks to better match the accuracy in system abstractions with the needs of approximate programs. 

Besides power, the growing chip complexity also becomes a challenge and increasingly necessitates 

the use of automated system level design or high level synthesis (HLS). High level decisions usually 

generate large impact to the overall system performance and power. Given a rich body of low/circuit 

level approximation techniques, how to efficiently utilize them at system level is of great importance 

but not well studied yet. Existing efforts on this front are mostly focused on approximate circuit design, 

approximate logic synthesis or processor architecture approximation techniques. 

This dissertation explores new abstractions for approximate computing across high level synthesis. 

In the field of high level synthesis, approximate computing can be used to save area which when 

implemented requires less number of resources in the final hardware. Also less resources mean a 

smaller burden in debugging and testing. 

Here we aim at reducing the bit widths that the source code variables take. Although the high level 

synthesis tool does the bit width reduction optimization, it is not sufficient enough. And it is static. 
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In our method we aim at reducing bit widths dynamically meaning we tap the selected internal signals 

in real time and reduce the bit widths according to the acceptable error threshold. 

And we show that our method of bit width reduction optimization is more aggressive than the 

conventional HLS cyber work bench approach. 

Also we have introduced a novel strategy called binary search for reducing the bitwidth which is a 

smart way of reducing the bit widths which reduces the running time during the generation of different 

approximate computing designs. 

1.2 Thesis contribution 

The main contribution of this thesis is in introducing the approximate computing paradigm in High-

level synthesis by reducing the bit widths of internal variables based on a novel strategy where the 

optimal approximate designs known as “ACdesigns” and acceptable outputs are obtained within the error 

threshold and without disturbing the quality too much. In short, my work examines the approximate 

computing technique for reducing the bit widths in high level synthesis. The following briefs on the 

contributions to the Thesis. 

Strategy for reducing the bit width: 

 We have implemented a novel method called binary search where the values for bit widths 

(BW) are set to exactly half of the original value thereby reducing the runtime in the process 

of getting ACdesigns. Our results prove that for large benchmarks and for complex designs we 

can have significant improvement in runtime. 
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Dynamic method: 

 Our approach is based on the profiling the test vectors provided with the behavioral description, 

whereas commercial HLS tools use static techniques based on interval arithmetic, thus being 

much more conservative than our proposed method. 

1.3 Thesis structure 

The structure of the remainder of this thesis is presented in this section. Chapter 2 briefs about High 

Level Synthesis design steps and RTL generation followed by Commercial HLS tool – 

CyberWorkBench. Chapter 3 explains about the approximate computing methodology and framework 

with elaborate examples in different areas of engineering. Chapter 4 touches upon the topics of System 

C and its datatypes with the introduction of Bit widths and their definition. 

Chapter 5 elaborates on the necessary steps before the bit width reduction and how the bit widths can 

be reduced for fixed point and integer variables with examples. Also it briefs about the main principle 

behind the optimization by the tool which is called Interval arithmetic. It also explains about affine 

arithmetic concept and the static approach that the CWB uses for bit width optimization 

Chapter 6 discusses the core of this thesis which is implementation of dynamic bit width optimization 

to obtain approximate designs. It briefly explain the complete flow for the binary search method for 

bit width reduction with pseudocode for better understanding.  Also the exhaustive search method is 

explained here.  

Chapter 7 discusses about the experimental tools that are used like various DSP benchmarks, the HLS 

tool and provides the results for the dynamic bit width optimization method with the area and error 

tradeoff curves and the metrics like ADRS and dominance which quantifies the work being done. Also 

the total test vectors (input data) and total tapped signals are listed for all the 6 benchmarks in this 
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chapter. The chapter provides the data for CyberWorkBench and dynamic method area without and 

with error. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS 

2.1 Introduction 

Modern integrated circuits are progressively scaling and evolving in complexity. From the design 

perspective, however, with greater device integration, system designs become more complex and are 

increasingly challenging to design. Moving forward, novel approaches will be needed to meet these 

challenges. 

For typical SOC designs tremendous design efforts are spent to optimize area and performance goals. 

Such efforts invariably lead to functional, performance and reliability issues when pushing limits of 

design optimizations. Consequently, in parallel with Moore’s law, each generation of computer-aided 

design (CAD) researchers has sought to disrupt conventional design methodologies with the advent of 

high-level design modeling and tools to automate the design process. This pursuit to raise the 

abstraction level at which designs are modeled, captured, and even implemented has been the goal of 

several generations of CAD researchers [4]. 

The standard methods to design new devices are becoming slower for the demand of the products. 

The ever-increasing complexity of the technology is driving design methods towards the use of 

abstractions higher than the Register Transfer level (RTL). Mari Barbacci noted in late 1974 that in 

theory one could ‘compile’ the instruction set processor specification (then in the ISPS language) into 

hardware, thus setting up the notion of design synthesis from a high-level language specification. High-

level Synthesis in later years will thus come to be known as the process of automatic generation of 

hardware circuit from ‘behavioral descriptions’ (and as a distinction from ‘structural descriptions’ such 

as synthesizable Verilog). The target hardware circuit consists of a structural composition of data path, 
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control and memory elements. Accordingly, the process was also variously referred to as a 

transformation ‘from behavior to structure.’ By the early eighties, the fundamental tasks in HLS had 

been decomposed into hardware modeling, scheduling, resource allocation and binding and control 

generation [4]. 

2.2 HLS Design flow 

Figure 2.1 shows the high level synthesis design flow. Typically, a designer begins the specification 

of an application that is to be implemented with a high-level description using for instance Behavior 

Descriptive Language (BDL) C/C++/SystemC that captures desired functional behavior. This initial 

step involves writing a functional specification which can also be called as `an un-timed behavior 

description' in which a function collects all its input data, performs all computations and provides all 

its output data minimizing the execution time. The I/O operations can occur concurrently or 

sequentially depending upon the requirements. 

HLS always begins with the compilation of the functional specification. This first step transforms the 

input description into a formal representation. 

Several optimizations such as false data-dependency elimination, constant folding and loop 

transformations are being done when the compilation occurs. The formal model generated after 

compilation involves control and data dependencies in the form of a dataflow graph (DFG) in which 

all the inter-dependencies in the behavior description is captured. Data dependencies can be easily 

represented with a DFG in which every node represents an operation and the arcs between the nodes 

signifies the input, output and temporary variables [3]. 
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Figure 2.1:  HLS design steps 

 
The following are the three main core steps involved in high level synthesis: allocation, binding and 

scheduling. 

Allocation 

Allocation defines the type and the number of hardware resources (for instance, functional units, 

storage, or connectivity components) needed to satisfy the design constraints. Depending on the HLS 

tool, some components may be added during scheduling and binding tasks. For example, the 

connectivity components (such as buses or point-to-point connections among components) can be 

added before or after binding and scheduling tasks. The components are selected from the RTL 

component library. It’s important to select at least one components for each operation in the 

specification model. The library must also include component characteristics (such as area, delay, and 

power) and its metrics to be used by other synthesis tasks [2]. 
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Algorithm 1 Example Code to Explain Scheduling & Binding [5] 

1: int foo (char x, char a, char b, char c)  

2: char y; 

3: y=x*a+b+c; 

4: return y; 

5: g 

 

Scheduling 

All operations required in the specification model must be scheduled into cycles in order to find the 

latency and overall compute time required for the entire process. Scheduling determines for each 

operation the exact clock step at which it will be executed such that no precedence constraint is 

violated. For each operation such as a = b op c, variables `b' and `c' must be read from their sources 

and brought to the input of a functional unit op to perform execution and the result `a' must be brought 

to its destination. 

Consider an example of y=x*a+b+c as shown in Algorithm 1 where each input variable is of datatype 

char which can be scheduled as shown in Figure 2.2 [5]. 

Depending on the functional component to which the operation is mapped, the operation can be 

scheduled within one clock cycle or scheduled over multiple cycles referencing the library files.  

Operations can be scheduled to execute in parallel if there are no data dependencies between them and 

there are sufficient resources available at the same time [5]. 

Many scheduling algorithms have been proposed in HLS [6]. There are two most basic scheduling 

algorithms, As Soon As Possible (ASAP) and As Late as Possible (ALAP). ASAP algorithm as the 

name suggests schedules operations in earliest possible time-step, as long as an operation is scheduled 

if and only if all its predecessors are scheduled in earlier control steps. In As-Late-As-Possible (ALAP) 

scheduling initially maximum number of time-steps that are allowed is determined, which is usually a 
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constraint set by the tool or the user, after which the algorithm schedules each operation, one at a time 

into the latest possible time-step. 

Binding 

Every operation in the specification model must be bound to one of the functional units available which 

is capable of executing the operation. If there is a variable that carries values across cycles then it must 

be bound to a storage unit. Moreover, several variables with non-overlapping or mutually exclusive 

lifetimes can be bound to the same storage units. 

Consider again the example of y=x*a+b+c as shown in Algorithm 1 where each variable is of datatype 

char. Figure 2.2 shows the binding phases -initial and final. Clock cycle 1 reads variables `a, x, b' then 

does the multiplication and first addition. Clock cycle 2 reads the `intermediate result (as shown by the 

grey box in the figure), c' and does the second addition followed by generating the output. In the initial 

binding phase, HLS implements the multiplier operation using a combinational multiplier denoted as 

`Mul' and implements both add operations using a combinational adder subtractor denoted as 

`AddSub'. In the target binding phase, HLS implements DSP48 resource (considering target FPGA is 

from Xilinx, Inc.) instead of ̀ Mul'& ̀ AddSub' in Clock Cycle 1 for better improved performance. Also, 

since every input variable is of datatype char, the input data ports of 8-bit width would be generated 

by the HLS tool. Since, the function return is integer datatype the output port would be a 32-bit width. 
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Figure 2.2: Example for Scheduling and Binding 

2.3  RTL Generation 

After allocation, scheduling and binding, the next step in HLS process is to generate the RTL. The goal 

of the RTL architecture generation step is to apply all the design decisions made in previous stages and 

generate an RTL model of the synthesized design.  

 

Figure 2.3: Typical Architecture 
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The RTL architecture consists of a controller and a data path usually as shown in Figure 2.3. A data 

path consists of a set of storage elements such as registers, register files and memories, a set of 

functional units such as ALUs, multipliers, shifters and other custom functions and interconnect 

elements such as tristate drivers, multiplexers and buses. The controller is a finite state machine that 

controls the flow of data in the data path by setting the values of control signals such as the select 

inputs of functional units, registers, and multiplexers. The inputs to the controller may come from 

primary inputs (control inputs) or from the data path components example comparators (status signals). 

All these register-transfer components can be allocated in different quantities and types and connected 

arbitrarily through buses. Each component can take one or more clock cycles to execute, can be 

pipelined and can have input or output registers. In addition to this, the entire data path and controller 

can be pipelined in several stages. Data inputs and outputs are connected to the data path and similarly 

control inputs and outputs are connected to the controller. 

2.4 Commercial HLS Tools 

There are several commercially available HLS Tools like Xilinx Vivado HLS, Cadence's Stratus, 

Mentor's Catapult, and NEC’s Cyber Workbench which take input in the form of C/C++/System C. 

2.5 NEC's Cyber Workbench HLS Tool 

In this work, we use NEC's Cyber Workbench HLS Tool. NEC have been developing C-based 

behavioral synthesis called `Cyber' since the late 80's and C-based verification tools such as formal 

verification and simulation around `Cyber' during the last 20 years which have been integrated into an 

IDE known as Cyber Workbench (CWB). It is C-based High Level Synthesis and Verification “All-

in-C" Tool and supports any ASIC Technology & Altera/Xilinx FPGAs. 
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Figure 2.4: CWB HLS Design Flow 

Figure 2.4 shows the HLS Flow using CWB. Hardware is described at behavioral level using BDL 

languages and analyzed using bdlpars to generate internal format files to be used as input for 

behavioral synthesis. Before executing the behavioral synthesis, resources need to be allocated so that 

the scheduling stage can time the operations depending upon the dependency graph as explained in 

previous sections. Thus, constraint files are generated containing the functional unit’s type and count 

appropriately for behavioral synthesis using non-use mode when behavioral description is analyzed in 

Cyber Behavioral synthesis system. 

There is also an option to set the scheduling mode - either manual or automatic. By default, the 

synthesis mode is set to manual scheduling mode where the execution timing for each operation can 

be explicitly specified by setting the clock cycle boundary “$" in the functional description. This mode 

is suitable when the timing is generally pre-determined. In automatic scheduling mode, circuits are 
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initially synthesized to minimize the number of execution cycles within the scope of the specified 

constraints such as clock cycles, the limitations of functional units, etc. Later, the circuits are 

configured to minimize the area requirement by sharing of registers, functional units and other 

resources. Using the functional and memory constraints file along with internal format file generated 

after bdlparse, the behavioral synthesis is executed using bdltran where scheduling and binding steps 

takes place. This step generates an internal structural file which is used to generate the RTL architecture 

as shown in Figure 2.3 using veriloggen. 

2.6 Summary 

HLS tools transform an untimed high-level behavior specification into a fully timed implementation. 

One of the main advantage of HLS vs. traditional RTL design methods is that HLS allows the 

generation of different micro-architectures with unique area vs. performance trade-offs without having 

to modify the original behavioral description. 
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CHAPTER 3 

APPROXIMATE COMPUTING 

3.1 Introduction 

Despite the advances in semiconductor technologies and development of energy-efficient design 

techniques, the overall energy consumption of computer systems is still rapidly growing at an alarming 

rate in order to process a large amount of information. In particular, as computer systems become 

prevalent, they are increasingly used to interact with the physical world and process a large amount of 

data from various sources [7]. 

It is essential to dramatically improve the energy efficiency for these emerging workloads of data in 

order to keep pace with the growth of information that needs to be processed. Fortunately, such 

applications usually feature an intrinsic error-resilience property. They process noisy and redundant 

data from nontraditional input sources such as various types of sensors (inexact inputs) and the 

associated algorithms are often stochastic in nature (e.g., iterative algorithms). Moreover, these 

applications usually do not require to compute a unique or golden numerical result (be acceptable 

instead of precise outputs). For example, in multimedia processing, due to the limited perceptual 

capability of humans, occasional errors such as dropping a particular frame or a small image quality 

loss often rarely affect user satisfaction. As another example in data analytics, consider two different 

classifiers that produce similar classification results on a set of example objects. It is very difficult, if 

not impossible, to tell which one is better for the classification of new objects. 

Motivated by the above challenges, one promising solution, known as approximate computing, has 

attracted significant traction from both academia and industry. By relaxing the numerical equivalence 

between the specification and implementation of error-tolerant applications, approximate computing 
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deliberately introduces “acceptable errors” into the computing process and promises significant 

energy-efficiency gains [7]. 

3.2 Approximate computing: 

A short description of approximate computing is to relax data precision and/or tolerate some level of 

loss of data quality to gain energy efficiency. 

Thus, as in terms of approximate computing, one could therefore accept some rate of errors on the data, 

i.e., doing a trade-off for some tolerable level of missing accuracy in favor of getting improved power 

and energy efficiency. 

Approximate computing leverages the presence of error-tolerant code regions in applications to 

intelligently trade off implementation, storage and/or result accuracy for performance or energy gains. 

In brief, AC exploits the gap between the level of accuracy required by the applications/users and that 

provided by the computing system, for achieving diverse optimizations. Thus, approximate computing 

has the potential to benefit a wide range of applications/frameworks e.g. data analytics, scientific 

computing, multimedia and signal processing, machine learning and Map Reduce.  

Computing has entered the era of approximation, in which hardware and software generate and reason 

about estimates. Navigation applications turn maps and location estimates from hardware global 

positioning system (GPS) sensors into driving directions; speech recognition turns an analog signal 

into a likely sentence; and search turns queries into information. These complex systems require 

sophisticated algorithms to deliver good enough answers quickly, at scale, and with energy efficiency, 

and approximation is often the only way to meet these competing goals. In this section, we briefly 

review the approximate computing paradigm. For a given error-tolerant application, the overall 

framework to apply approximate computing is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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3.2.1 Components of Approximate Computing framework 

Approximate kernels-  

Approximate kernels refer to those techniques used to realize approximation for energy-efficiency 

gains. Generally speaking, there are two types of approximate kernels as shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Overall framework of approximate computing 

 

                                           Table 3.1: Approximate Kernels 

 

A few representative approximate kernels spanning from application level to circuit level are shown in 

Table 3.1. 
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3.2.2 Resilience identification and characterization 

Even for error-tolerant applications, there exist error-sensitive parts for which using inexact 

computations may cause fatal errors. Consequently, one critical step to employ approximate computing 

is to identify those error-resilient parts which can be approximated. One way to identify resiliency is 

to annotate applications and/or to use dedicated approximate data types to express where 

approximation is feasible and how it may impact the results. We could divide applications into 

segments and conduct sensitivity analysis for each of them. Some segments can be easily determined 

to be sensitive (e.g., control flow) or resilient (e.g., iterative methods). For the remaining ones, it is 

possible to inject errors and perform simulations with representative workloads to evaluate the impact 

of approximation. If the application crashes or produces unacceptable results when injecting errors to 

a specific segment, it is marked as error sensitive; otherwise, it is resilient. 

However, such a method with an insufficient amount of simulation could be risky because it might fail 

to capture cases where the effect of corrupted data is not immediately manifested. After resilience 

identification, we characterize the impact of different approximate kernels on the resilient parts, 

typically by performing simulations on representative workloads. Note that, as the actual workloads 

running on the system would be different from simulated ones, it is usually necessary to perform 

dynamic quality management to guarantee the final application quality [7]. 

3.2.3 Approximate software 

A good programming language should enable programmers to be productive. It should allow 

programmers to quickly express their ideas as programs while at the same time allow a compiler 

or runtime system to optimize their program’s execution. 
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In many ways, a programming language and its implementation balance programmer productivity 

with a system’s efficiency. Building sophisticated applications is difficult and requires expertise 

across the system stack, and in this era of approximation, that expertise includes statistics (or some 

other approximation aware reasoning) in addition to application specific domain knowledge. It is 

no wonder, then, that many researchers have proposed abstractions to help programmers with this 

daunting task. These abstractions help programmers express their ideas in code (i.e., approximate-

aware programming languages), let analysis engines reason about the correctness of such programs 

(i.e., approximate- aware analyses), and let compilers generate machine code (i.e., approximate-

aware compilers) [7]. 

3.3 Approximate computing Applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Approximate computing Applications 
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3.4 Case examples:  

It is natural to meet the idea of approximate computing with some skepticism: when and where would 

anyone accept any level of erroneous results? If getting enough energy efficiency for quality losses 

that are barely noticeable, however, this might be a feasible idea.  

Here follows a few examples: 

• If allowing a full HD movie to have a total of, e.g., 100 erroneous pixels if this results in a longer 

battery life in a hand-held device, this may very much be a good trade-off for approximate data. Error 

resilient video application evaluations has shown good results. 

• Many data mining algorithms have built-in mechanisms for handling extreme points, i.e., data that 

differs drastically from the rest of the data set. If very few points vary from the rest in a (non-sensitive) 

data set, such extremes will not make much difference in of the final outcome. 

• Sensors are often placed in environments where some kind of noise, relative to the sought signal, can 

be presumed. Seeing any rare occurrence of computational loss of quality could therefore been seen as 

noise in such environments. 

Of course, there are natural examples where data should, or even must, be precise: 

• Control system computations in air planes must be kept precise to not risk any unpleasant 

malfunctions when operating the vehicle. 

• Data that may be rendered unreadable or – maybe even worse – semantically different if garbled. 

Microsoft Research proposes a modified DRAM memory, where one part of the memory maintains 

some given refresh rate, while a second part is allowed to have a lower rate to save power. The idea is 

to let error tolerable data reside in the part with lower refresh rate. This idea is taken further by Sampson 

et al., where explicit support for marking what data may be approximate is supported. Furthermore, 
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they propose a lower SRAM supply power, that saves power, but may result in a loss of quality, i.e., 

occasional bit failures upon read or write [8]. 

A generalizing rule of thumb: approximate computing generally suits data that have numerical 

meaning, often in relation to a larger data set, while data with bits that have independent Boolean 

semantics, definitions that may result in program violations if erroneous or if the data represents 

compression of any form, loss of quality may immediately turn into unacceptable data corruption. Also, 

numerical data should be considered carefully, to avoid approximation of data that needs as high 

perfection as possible [8]. 

3.5 Approximate computing and bit width reduction 

Approximate computing designs (ACdesigns) 

We make use of approximate computing paradigm in our high level synthesis to get designs with less 

than Emax% error (Maximum error that the design can tolerate). Let us call these designs as ACdesigns 

(Approximate Computing designs). 

ACdesigns are the required designs with specific BW configurations which on simulation produces error 

within Emax% threshold. These are the designs which are area efficient.   

In this section, we will see how approximate computing can be used for our bit width reduction. 

To fully understand the connection between approximate computing in bit width reduction consider 

Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Approximate computing and area saving 

The basic principle here is when we reduce the bit widths we introduce errors, which results in 

less area that it uses. We explain this in later stage on how exactly the bit widths are reduced and 

how it results in less area. 

In Figure 3.3 (a), we can see the original design which has no error, but consumes more area. 

This is because it uses all the BW which is not needed. And we see that in Figure 3.3 (b), we 

have around Emax% error and the area is reduced as well. In Figure 3.3 (c), which has more than 

Emax% error occupies even lesser area compared to Figure 3.3 (b). 

 

 

Area Error 

Original design with No Error  Design with Emax% Error (Acceptable) 

Error Area 

Error Area 
Error Area  Design with 40% Error (Not Acceptable) 

 Design with 60% Error (Bad quality) 

              (c)                                                            
           (d)                                                            
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CHAPTER 4 

BIT WIDTHS IN SYSTEMC 

4.1 System C 

System C is a set of C++ classes and macros which provide an event-driven simulation interface. All 

System C datatypes are IEEE standard. System C is defined and promoted by the Open System C 

Initiative (OSCI — now Accellera). 

The advantage of System C is that it is synthesizable in HLS.  

Following are the SystemC features. 

 Modules and Hierarchy 

 Hardware Data Types 

 Methods and Threads 

 Events, Sensitivity 

 Interfaces and Channels 

4.1.1 Modules and Hierarchy 

Modules are building blocks of SystemC designs, they are like modules in Verilog or classes in C++. 

Modules can instantiated in another module, each of the lower level module instances can be referred 

through the complete hierarchy. This is same as in Verilog or C++. 

4.1.2 Hardware Data Types 

To model the hardware, SystemC provides SystemC datatypes which are very close to Verilog Data 

types. Some of these data types are sc_logic and sc_lv. Hardware data types for mathematical 

calculations like sc_fixed and sc_int allow modeling of complex calculations like DSP functions and 

evaluate the performance when implemented in custom hardware or in processors without full floating-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accellera
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point capability. There are other complex datatypes. We will see them in detail in the data type’s section 

below [9]. 

4.1.3 Methods and Threads 

SC_METHOD and SC_THREADS are backbone for modelling hardware. SC_METHODS are like 

functions in Verilog, which does not consume time when they execute. Whereas SC_THREADS 

consume time, like waiting for event (like pos edge of clock) 

4.1.4 Events, Sensitivity 

Events and sensitivity give SystemC the power to emulate hardware (concurrency). Events are 

implemented by the SystemC sc_event class. Events are caused or triggered through the sc_event 

member function. 

SystemC has two types of sensitivity: static and dynamic. Static sensitivity is implemented by applying 

the SystemC sensitive command to an SC_METHOD, SC_THREAD, or SC_CTHREAD at 

elaboration time (within the constructor). Dynamic sensitivity lets a simulation process change its 

sensitivity on the fly. The SC_METHOD implements dynamic sensitivity with a next trigger 

command. The SC_THREAD implements dynamic sensitivity with a next command. 

4.1.5 Interfaces and Channels 

In real hardware pins (ports) are used for communicating with external world. In SystemC, modules 

are interconnected using either primitive channels or hierarchical channels. Both types of channels 

connect to modules via ports [9]. 
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Before we jump into how the bit widths can be reduced, let us first get to know the available System 

C datatypes in detail and later see how the bit widths of a particular datatype can be reduced.  

4.2 System C datatypes 

SystemC has large number of data types to support modelling of Hardware and also modelling of 

fractional fixed-point. Since SystemC is based on C++, it supports all the data types of C++. Selection 

of datatypes depends on synthesizability, level of abstraction and simulation speed. 

Table 4.1: Various SystemC datatypes 

Single bit datatypes sc_bit, sc_logic 

Integer Types  sc_int, sc_uint, sc_bigint, sc_biguint  

Bit-Vector Types sc_bv, sc_lv  

Fixed-point Types sc_fixed, sc_ufixed, sc_fix, sc_ufix 

 

4.2.1 Single bit datatypes 

1. sc-bit 

Sc_bit is the bit type data type, which can take two values '0' and '1'. Where 1 represents true and 0 

represents false. This type is useful for modeling parts of the design where Z (hi impedance) or X 

(unknown) values are not needed. Sc_bit has rich set of logical and comparison operators to work with. 

Consider the below example  

Sc_bit b; 

b=1; // the same as b=1 or b=true 

b=’0’;  // the same as b=0 or b=false 
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2. sc_logic 

Sc_bit types can hold two values so it cannot be used for modelling real hardware. In real hardware 

we have '0', '1', 'X' and 'Z'. For this we have sc_logic type, which can hold all 4 values. 

 1'0': false 

 '1': true 

 'X' or 'x': unknown or indeterminate value 

 'Z' or 'z': high-impedance or floating value 

Sc_logic and sc_bit type can be assigned to each other. They can used in compare operations for 

comparing sc_bit with sc_logic. Sc_logic comes with predefined cast values for assigning values to 

sc_logic variables 

4.2.2 Integer types 

In integer type we have Fixed Precision Unsigned and Signed Integers. 

These are the integer variables with fixed width (number of bits). 

They are represented by 

sc_int<n>, sc_uint<n>  

Sc_int is signed integer, and it is a fixed precision integer of size 64 bits. The underlying operations 

use 64 bits, but the result size is determined at object declaration. In sc_int the values are stored in 2's 

compliment. Since it is signed integer, the sign bit for an N bit wide sc_int is stored at the N-1 bit 

position. 

Sc_uint is unsigned integer, and it is a fixed precision integer of size 64 bits. The underlying operations 

use 64 bits, but the result size is determined at object declaration. 
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Example 

sc_uint<8> myuint; 

4.2.3 Arbitrary Precision Integers 

These are the integers with (virtually) no width limit. There are times when operands need to be larger 

than 64 bits. For these types of designs sc_int will not work. For these cases SystemC provides type 

sc_bigint (arbitrary sized signed integer). These types allow the designer to work on integers of any 

size, limited only by underlying system limitations. 

They are represented by 

sc_bigint<n>, sc_biguint<n> 

4.2.4 Fixed point types 

Fixed point datatypes are used to represent floating point numbers. 

They are sc_fixed, sc_ufixed, sc_fix, sc_ufix. 

They are represented by- 

Sc_fixed<TBW, IBW, QM, OM> 

TBW-Total number of bits 

IBW-Number of integer bits 

QM, OM-Quantization and overflow mode for precision 

Example- 

Sc_fixed<19, 2, SC_RND, SC_SAT>var2; 
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4.3 Bit widths in System C datatypes 

Now after knowing about different datatypes available in SystemC we will explore how the bit widths 

of integer and fixed types can be manipulated to get approximate computing designs. 

Integer Type Example- 

Sc_int<BW> var1;  

Sc_int<20> var1; 

Total number of bits for var1 is 20. 

Here BW can be used to reduce the bit widths for var1 which is of type sc_int. 

Floating Type- 

sc_fixed<8, 4>var3=1.75; 

sc_fixed<BW1, BW2>var3=1.75;  

(1.75)= (0001.1100) 

      

 

8 is the total number of bits  

4 is the number of integer bits 

Here both BW1 and BW2 can be used to reduce the bit widths of var3. 

 

 

 

 

 

8 

4 
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CHAPTER 5 

BIT WIDTH REDUCTION 

The main aim of bit width reduction is to carefully reduce the bit width to make our hardware utilize 

less area with acceptable precision. For reducing the bit widths, we need to analyze the variables for 

the values it takes. This section briefly explains how the analysis is done for bit width reduction. 

5.1   Bit width analysis 

One of the main objectives of hardware designers is to find the optimal design in terms of area, latency, 

throughput, and power consumption. Bit widths of signals are one of the parameters that designers can 

tweak to improve these metrics. In contrast to instruction processors, customizable hardware such as 

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) provide 

the freedom for bit widths optimized for a given application [11]. 

It has been widely known that a significant part of the bits are useless or even unused during the 

program execution. Bit-width analysis targets at finding the minimum bits needed for each variable in 

the program, which ensures execution correctness and resources saving. On one hand, this is because 

programmers tend to ignore the difference between using compatible data types. 

For example, integers are used in some programs to represent ASCII characters.  

Moreover, it is generally hard and error-prone for a human being to detect variable bit-width across 

various complex calculations.  

It is necessary to distinguish two concepts first: bit-width analysis and range analysis. For integers, the 

range of a variable can easily infer how many bits are needed and vice versa. Whereas for floating 

point numbers, range is only one aspect of the bit-width, and precision is a dominant factor [10]. 
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Bit-width information can be used in a variety of contexts, including compiler optimization, program 

checking and verification. As new architectures nowadays expose sub-word control, such as SIMD 

support in ISA and data path gating off sections, several areas have been shown to benefit a lot from 

bit-width analysis recently, including DSP applications and multimedia applications. When the source 

programs are translated to the hardware implementation, FPGA area can be reduced and power 

consumption can be saved largely together with other performance improvements. 

Bit width analysis can be classified into two sets: 

1. Static analysis at compile time 

2. Dynamic analysis at runtime 

 
Static techniques use iterative forward and backward data flow analysis to infer bit-width information 

and detect useless bits by using heuristics such as program constants, loop counts, array bounds, type 

conversions and masking operations. The worst case is considered in static analysis, thus the bit-width 

information is conservative. We choose this to develop our system for general applications, which may 

require highly reliable information and applicable to all possible runtime environments. The scope of 

interest is extended to more areas than those proved useful in the past work.  

Runtime profiling and analysis can be more aggressive. Profiling during the execution and statistical 

methods are used. These methods are more practical and also generate good results.  

In our research we have employed the Dynamic analysis (runtime profiling) where the analysis relies 

on the use of input signal stimuli. 
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5.2 Objective and Overview 

Given a source program, the programmers have already defined the default bit-width as per data types, 

such as integers are 32 bits wide in most platforms. Our objective is to track each variable individually 

and determine the least bits needed that won't change the behavior and results of the original program.  

For integers, getting the value ranges is enough. For floating point numbers, bit-width analysis is to 

translate them into fixed point numbers, resulting in much simpler logic. Conforming to IEEE 754 

floating point standard, every floating point number comprises exponent and mantissa. The maximum 

value of exponent determines the range of legal numbers, whereas the maximum value of mantissa 

determines the precision. Thus, the analysis must incorporate precision analysis. 

5.2.1 Range Analysis 

For integers if we can get the range of values that it takes it is good enough to narrow down to the 

minimum number of bits needed to represent. 

In range analysis, we analyze the maximum values that the variable take in the selected internal signals. 

So we tap the maximum values that the variable takes which tells us the upper range which can be used 

to define the datatype with the minimum number of bits needed so that the value can be changed within 

the error limit. This works best for all integer datatypes. 

Example 

Sc_uint<8>var1; 

Here var1 is one of the variable in the selected internal signals and it is defined as unsigned integer 

with 8 bits. We simulate and tap the maximum values that the var1 takes so that we can reduce the bit 

width of 8. For instance if the maximum value for var1 is 62 we can have 6 bits instead of 8. 
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2^6=64 and 62<64 so 6 bits are good enough to represent the var1 variable. So we can reduce the 

redundant 2 bits thereby saving some resources. 

5.2.2 Precision Analysis 

For floating point numbers the maximum value of the exponent determines the range of legal numbers.  

Precision analysis is independent from range analysis. It aims to come up with minimum number of 

bits for the mantissa in floating point numbers while having acceptable error limits. 

Example 

Floating Type variables- 

sc_fixed<8, 4>var1=1.75; 

(1.75)= (0001.1100) 

sc_fixed<7, 4>var1=1.75; 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Bit width reduction floating type numbers 

Since reducing the bit widths in first parameter just affects the total number of bits, only the 

precision value’s least significant bit (LSB) is altered.  

So we can safely reduce this to get ACdesigns. 

Now that we know the initial bit widths to set, we have to reduce the bit widths so that we introduce 

acceptable errors to get approximate computed designs. 

(0001.1100) 

(0001.110) 

Bit width reduction from  

8 to 7 
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Now we will see how reducing bit widths can produce the approximate outputs (that is outputs with 

error<Emax %) for integer variables. 

For integer datatypes- 

Table 5.1: LSB masking 

Original Normal method LSB masking 

sc_uint<7> var1=75; sc_uint<6> var1; sc_uint<6> var1; 

(1001011)= (75)         => (001011)=11 =>(1001010)=74 

  

If we reduce the bit widths from 7 to 6 then we take out the MSB (Most significant bits) where we 

incur more error. In this case we do not get the desired the approximate outputs. In the above example 

we can see that a value of 75 is reduced to 11 which has more error. 

So for all the integer benchmarks we have introduced a new method to mask only the LSBs (Least 

significant bits). 

In LSB masking, we reduce the bit widths in which we preserve the MSB and take out LSBs by 

making use of shift operators. 

5.3 Bit width reduction in CWB 

The high level synthesis tool Cyber work bench (CWB) also has the smart strategy embedded inside 

to do the bit width optimization.  

In this section we will see the core principle behind the CWB bit width optimization and how exactly 

CWB will do the bit width optimization. 

The principle that Cyber work bench uses for bit width optimization is called interval arithmetic. Let 

us look into interval arithmetic in detail.  
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5.4 Interval arithmetic   

Interval arithmetic is a method developed by mathematicians since the 1950s and 1960s, as an 

approach to putting bounds on rounding errors and measurement errors in mathematical 

computation which can yield reliable results. Very simply put, it represents each value as a range of 

possibilities. It is a powerful tool for controlling errors in computations.  

For example, instead of estimating the height of someone using standard arithmetic as 2.0 meters, using 

interval arithmetic we might be certain that that person is somewhere between 1.97 and 2.03 meters. 

This concept is suitable for a variety of purposes. The most common use is to keep track of and handle 

rounding errors directly during the calculation and of uncertainties in the knowledge of the exact values 

of physical and technical parameters. The latter often arise from measurement errors and tolerances for 

components or due to limits on computational accuracy. Interval arithmetic also helps find reliable 

and guaranteed solutions to equations and optimization problems [12]. 

For example, replacing 23.6797 with 23.68 or square root of 5 to 2.236. 

One of the earliest lessons of digital numerical computation was that, although most programs give 

highly accurate results, it can happen that rounding errors build up in such a way that none of the many 

decimals in the result is meaningful. 

Instead of using a single floating-point number as approximation for the value of a real variable in the 

mathematical model under investigation, interval arithmetic acknowledges limited precision by 

associating with the variable a set of reals as possible values. For ease of storage and computation, 

these sets are restricted to intervals. The computation rules aim at maintaining the property of 

containing all possible values [13].  

Three properties of intervals and interval arithmetic make it possible to precisely link the fallible 

observations of science and engineering to mathematics and floating-point arithmetic. 
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1. Any contiguous set of real numbers (a continuum) can be represented by a containing interval. 

2. Intervals provide a convenient and mechanical way to represent and compute guaranteed error 

bounds using fallible data. 

3. All the important properties of infinite precision interval arithmetic can be preserved using finite 

precision numbers and directed rounding, which is commonly available on most computers (indeed, 

any machines supporting the IEEE 754 floating-point standard) [14].  

5.4.1 The dependency problem  

One of the main obstacles in the wide-spread use of interval methods in numerical computing is that 

the range estimates computed with standard interval arithmetic (IA) tend to be too large, especially in 

complicated expressions or long iterative computations. This overestimation is mainly due to IA’s 

underlying assumption that the (unknown) values of the arguments to primitive operations may vary 

independently over their given intervals. If this assumption is not valid—that is, if there are any 

mathematical constraints between those quantities—then not all combinations of values in the given 

intervals will be valid. In that case, the interval obtained by interval arithmetic may be much wider 

than the exact range of the result quantity. This problem is known as the “dependency problem”[15]. 

In interval arithmetic, quantities are represented by intervals and primitive operations and functions 

are extended to operate on intervals. More precisely, a quantity x ∈R is represented by an interval   [a, 

b], where a and b are floating-point numbers, with the understanding that a ≤ x ≤ b. 

Primitive arithmetic operations can be extended to intervals: 

[a, b]+[c, d] = [a + c, b + d] 

[a, b]−[c, d] = [a − d, b − c] 
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[a, b]×[c, d] = [min (ac, ad, bc, bd), max (ac, ad, bc, bd)] 

[a, b] / [c, d] = [a, b] × [1/d, 1/c] with special care to round lower bounds downwards and upper 

bounds upwards. Similar formulas can be given for extending the elementary functions to intervals. 

Once we have interval formulas for all primitive operations and functions, we then automatically have 

formulas for all functions that can be obtained by combining these primitives. As a consequence, it is 

easy to extend any function f :W ⊆Rn→R to an interval function F that operates on the interval boxes 

X ⊆ W and produces an interval F(X) ⊂ R such that F(X) ⊇ f (X) = {f (x): x ∈ X}. Such a function F is 

called an inclusion function for f. The interval estimate F(X) often overestimates the exact range f (X), 

that is, F(X) is often strictly larger than the smallest interval containing f (X). Overestimation is a 

frequent event when f is given by an expression that contains multiple instances of one or more 

variables because the formulas for the primitive arithmetic operations given above assume that the 

operands are independent. When the operands partially depend on each other, not all combinations of 

values in the given intervals will be valid and the exact result interval will probably be smaller than 

the one produced by the formulas. This is the “dependency problem”. The more complex the function 

f is, the worse the dependency problem becomes. In particular, for long iterative computations, we 

often see a rapid growth of the result interval at each stage [15]. This dependency problem is resolved 

in affine arithmetic (AA) which is a better version than interval arithmetic. 

5.5 Affine arithmetic 

In AA, the quantities of interest are represented as affine combinations (affine forms) of certain 

primitive variables, which stand for sources of uncertainty in the data or approximations made during 

the computation. Affine arithmetic is a model for self-validated numerical analysis.  Affine arithmetic 

is meant to be an improvement on interval arithmetic (IA), and is similar to generalized interval 
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arithmetic, first-order Taylor arithmetic, the center-slope model, and ellipsoid calculus - in the sense 

that it is an automatic method to derive first-order guaranteed approximations to general formulas [16]. 

5.6 Static Bit width reduction (optimization) by CWB  

The High level synthesis tool cyber work bench (CWB) will only optimize statically which does not 

take into account real time data. 

Therefore the tool will have only a limited number of variables in the source code which is not 

sufficient enough for the optimization and will have only limited opportunity to exploit bit widths in 

order to reduce them effectively. 

Consider the below example- 

1.  int x;   //Input signal   

2. x=0; 

3. for (i=0 ; i<3 ; i++) 

4. { 

5. x= x * a; 

6. } 

 

Input signal x is defined by datatype int which is of 32 bits. If a takes 7 bits. During the first iteration 

of the for loop, x needs 7 bits and during the second iteration it requires a maximum of 7+7=14 or 15 

bits (spare for carry). And during third iteration it requires 14+7=21 or 22 bits (spare for carry). Now 

as x is defined by int datatype which assigns 32 bits initially, the actual bits required are only 22, 

whereas the remaining 10 bits are unnecessary which would take up additional resources. 

5.6.1 Static optimization example- 

Figure 5.2 shows the static optimization done by CWB. We can see that it was able to optimize the bit 

width of the sum variable. 
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Figure 5.2: CWB BW optimization 
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CHAPTER 6 

DYNAMIC BIT WIDTH OPTIMIZATION  

FOR APPROXIMATE COMPUTING DESIGNS 

6.1 Problem statement 

The BW optimization done by CWB can be further optimized by taking into account the actual data 

being processed.So even though it optimizes the bit widths, it is not a significant improvement to get 

efficient ACdesigns which can give us the designs of less area. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 6.1: Area and Error Trade off curve 

We have seen how CWB does the BW optimization which is static. Now in Figure 6.1 we can see that 

with zero error and without CWB optimization the design will result in much higher area and by using 

CWB optimization we can see lower area designs and with approximated (error introduced) designs 

by the binary search method we can see ever smaller area designs. 
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6.2 Dynamic approach 

In our proposed method we tap the internal signals after careful analysis and will optimize the internal 

signals variables so we have more freedom in getting the approximate outputs which on synthesis will 

give us the ACdesigns. 

So our method is dynamic and aggressive compared to the conventional Cyber work bench 

optimization. 

In all our discussion below the error implementation is the average error (E) which is calculated by the 

below expression: 

Average error (E) = (output - golden output)/total number of cycles; 

Now the below phases explain our implementation of the binary search algorithm for getting the 

configuration of BW values for which we get all possible ACdesigns. 

6.3 Complete flow for dynamic bit width optimization 

Phase 1: Tapping of internal signals 

We selected 6 DSP benchmarks among the S2C benchmarks because DSP benchmarks are shown to 

produce good ACdesigns. 

The benchmarks selected are 

1. Fir 

2. Ave8 

3. Idct 

4. Sobel 

5. Decimation 

6. Interpolation 

 

Among them Fir, ave8, idct and sobel have integer datatype internal signals. So we apply LSB BW 

changes explained in the previous section so as to get ACdesigns because if we reduce the BW we 

might lose MSB data thereby incurring more errors and ACdesigns are difficult to get in these cases. 
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Figure 6.2: Phase 1 flow 

At the first step the C/system C code (C.cpp) is parsed first and taps are inserted. Let the tapped file 

be called C_taps.cpp which is later executed for simulation which will provide the values for tapped 

values. After knowing the values we can do a range analysis to know the minimum and maximum 

value each variable can take. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Phase 1 Example 

We can see the example in Figure 6.3. 

C/ systemC code 

Parse code and insert taps 

C_taps.cpp 

C.cpp 

Execute 

Range analysis 

C_taps.exe 

a.txt 

a= [min, max] 

a= [7, 211] 

a= [min, max] 

b= [min, max] 

c= [min, max] 

d= [min, max] 

C_taps.cpp 
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From the source file we obtain the tapped file where the variables are tapped out for range analysis.  In 

the tapped file C_taps.cpp the variables a, b, c, and d are tapped. This will give us the range of values 

that each variable takes. For example, variable ‘a’ has the tapped values as in the figure and the range 

a = [min, max] is found out which is [7, 211] in this case. Similarly the range of all variables are 

determined. 

In short, in Phase 1 we tap internal signals and ranges for all the variables. 

Phase 2: Bit width reduction 

In phase 2 we perform the bit width reduction. There are two version of the implementation for bit 

width reduction and they differ in the way they change the bit widths of tapped signals. They are: 

1. Binary search  

2. Exhaustive search 

Binary search bit width reduction   

Here the strategy for reducing the bit width is adopted from the binary search method wherein we 

reduce the bit width value to exactly half and change accordingly (increase/decrease) based on the 

error calculated.  

The method is explained below. 

After tapping the internal signals and doing range analysis we get the minimum bit widths for each of 

the tapped variables. 

Let BW1, BW2, BW3 ….. BWn  {BWi  for i=1 to n} be the bit widths values for n tapped variables.  

Let BWch(i) be the changed bit width values. 
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Below is the pseudocode for the binary search method: 

1. Simulate and calculate E for bitwidth BWi values         //Initialization 

2. BWi= BWi/2         

3. Simulate and calculate E              //Error E>0 

4. While(E<Emax)                //Keep on reducing BW  

5. {                 //as long as E is below Emax 

6. for(i=1 to n) 

7. {                

8. BWi= BWi/2                         //Reduce the BW to half for all variables 

9. BWcd(i) = BWi  

10. } 

11. Simulate and calculate E             //Changed BW 

12. } 
13. BWcd(i) = BWcd(i) + BWcd(i)/2           //Increase BW if E exceeds Emax 

14. Simulate and calculate E  

15. If BWi  is already visited  

16. { 

17.  Exit            //Terminate 

18. } 

19. Else repeat from step 4 

 

At the initial step, the design is simulated with {BWi} values and initial error (E) is calculated. At this 

step the error E will be zero. 

Now the BWi is reduced to half for all the tapped variables and E is calculated and at this stage we 

introduce some error. 

We keep on reducing the BWi to BWch(i) until we exceed the error threshold Emax . 

When Emax is exceeded, it means we have reduced the BW too much and we should increase BW so 

that we remain within Emax range to get all the possible ACdesigns.  

So we increase the BW by an amount (BWcd(i) + BWcd(i)/2). These steps are repeated iteratively. 

When we visit the BW which was already visited we terminate. 

To explain it clearly consider the same example- 
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Figure 6.4: Binary search first step 

In the beginning the variables a, b, c and d’s bit width values are kept at max value’s bit width and 

simulated. The resulting point would have more area value as shown in Figure 6.4.  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Binary search second step 

 

In the next step we reduce the bit width values of all variables by half. The resulting point (Figure 6.5) 

would have less area and some error but it will be within the maximum threshold Emax. 

 

 

 

 

Emax 

a= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

b= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

c= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

d= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

Error 

Area 

Area 

Error Emax 

a= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

b= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

c= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

d= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 
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Figure 6.6: Binary search continued 

We keep on reducing the BW by half until we exceed the threshold of maximum error (Emax ). After 

when Emax is exceeded (as in Figure 6.6) the BW increased so that we reduce error because we are 

more interested within Emax   region and increasing the BW value will reduce the error value. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Binary search BW increase 

The BW is increased from a point where the BW was changed and by the amount which is half of the 

changed BW value, i.e. by BWcd +BWcd /2. (Figure 6.7). BWcd is the last changed amount that 

caused E to exceed Emax. 

 

 

 

Error 
Emax 

Area 

Emax 
Error 

Area 

a= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

b= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

c= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

d= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

a= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

b= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

c= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 

d= [BW BW/2 BW/4 …BWcd +BWcd /2...] 
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Exhaustive search 

Exhaustive search is nothing but the process of finding solutions for all the possibilities in the 

search space. Here we go through all the combinations of bit widths one by one for all the tapped 

signals and if there are dependency between the variables it will be captured. 

At the first step we initialize all the bit widths with the tapped values. And later we will perform 

the iteration to decrease the bit width value by one. 

Pseudocode for Exhaustive search- 

1. Recur(BW,n) 

2. If(n>=1) 

3. for(BW(n)=MAX(n); BW(n)>=1 ; BW(n)--) 

4. { 

5. Simulate and calculate E 

6. Recur(BW, n-1) 

7. } 

8. return; 

 

We call a recursive function with two parameters BW and n where BW is the initial bit width value 

and n is the total number of tapped variables. BW(n) is the nth bit width value which will be 

assigned to the initial bit width (MAX(n)) in the beginning. We recursively reduce each of the bit 

widths and iterate as in the pseudocode. Although the implementation is exponential and could 

have infeasible running time, but with a limited number of variables it runs in reasonable time and 

we can get all the possible points and the dependency between the variables also is captured. 

In the exhaustive search case, the tapped values for each variable from the previous phase are: 

 

 

We have the max value for the variable ‘a’ ‘b’ ‘c’ ‘d’ from which we know the minimum bit width 

that need to be assigned to each of the variables. 

a= [min, max] 

b= [min, max] 

c= [min, max] 

d= [min, max] 
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In below section we brief about how exhaustive search works for all the tapped variables. 

 

  

Figure 6.8: Exhaustive search first step 

In Figure 6.8 we have assigned the required BW and the area, error point with zero error would be at 

the maximum value as shown. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Exhaustive search second step 

Now we decrement a’s BW value by 1 keeping others as constant, so we decrease the maximum 

value’s of ‘a’ value thereby incurring error. The point would lie as shown above. 

 

 

 

 

a= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

b= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

c= [BW BW-1 BW-2 …....] 

d= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

Area 

Error 

Area 

Error 

a= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

b= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

c= [BW BW-1 BW-2 …....] 

d= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 
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Figure 6.10: Exhaustive search continued 

Similarly we decrement a’s BW by 1 and go on till we reach 1. All this while we keep b, c, d’s BW 

constant. 

Later we change b’s BW value accordingly by exploring only a. That is we change b’s BW value by 

decrementing by 1, keeping c and d’s BW value constant and iterating with a. Now for each b’s 

decremented BW we decrement a’s BW by 1 and go on till we reach 1. 

In a similar fashion c, d’s bit widths are explored. 

 

Phase 3: ACdesign collection and synthesis 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.11: ACdesign collection and synthesis 

0<E< Emax 

Collect Required AC designs 

 

Area 

Area v/s Error Error 

Area 

Error 

a= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

b= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 

c= [BW BW-1 BW-2 …....] 

d= [BW BW-1 BW-2 … ...] 
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This is the final phase wherein we synthesize all the ACdesigns. Only these designs give us all the 

points corresponding to ACdesigns in the tradeoff curve of area and error. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

7.1 SETUP 

We have applied binary search on 6 DSP benchmarks. It is found that the approximate computing 

paradigm works best for the DSP benchmarks and gives good results with respect to ACdesigns. The 6 

DSP benchmarks are 

• FIR 

• AVE8 

• DECIMATION 

• INTERPOLATION 

• SOBEL 

• IDCT 
 

Binary search on bit widths is implemented and automated using the PERL script language and metrics 

are calculated using PYTHON using the Anaconda framework. 

The Perl code is around 130 lines which also includes the benchmark source code. It is a single file 

code which needs to be run with the necessary input files. All internal header files and main functions 

are included within the single file. 

 Also all the results are obtained by including the command lines in the code. Simulations and synthesis 

are invoked by cmd line. 
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7.2 Results  

7.2.1 Total Test vectors (input data) 

Table 7.1: Test vectors 

 
Benchmarks Total Number of Test vectors 

AVE8 1000 

FIR 1000 

DECIMATION 215 

INTERPOLATION 26 

SOBEL 800 

IDCT 996 

The output values of the various designs and the error calculated depends on the input stimuli. In 

other words these are the number of test vectors used. These test vector values are randomly 

generated. Table 7.1 shows the total number of test vectors used for each of the benchmarks.  

7.2.2 Total Tapped signals for all 6 benchmarks 

Table 7.2: Tapped signals 

 
Benchmarks Total number of Tapped Signals 

AVE8 2 

FIR 2 

DECIMATION 5 

INTERPOLATION 4 

SOBEL 5 

IDCT 10 
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For the purpose of bit width reduction we have tapped various internal signals. The Table 7.2 

lists the total number of variables tapped for each of the benchmarks. 

7.2.3 Quality Metrics  

In order to prove the efficacy of the implemented method we need metrics to quantify. Quality metrics 

refer to the standards for measurements. To evaluate and assess the implementation against the 

requirement these metrics are used.  

Below are the metrics used: 

7.2.4 ADRS 

One of the essential metric is ADRS. ADRS refers to Average Distance to Reference Set. It quantifies 

the average distance from the reference set to all the possible area and error values we get from the 

implemented method. The reference set here refers to optimal set of values for area and error.  

 

The ADRS is calculated as below- 

 

 
Figure 7.1: ADRS 

 
 

Area 

Error 
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N= Numbers of Points of the Heuristic Method  

M= Numbers of Points of the Baseline/ Optimal Solutions 

7.2.5 Dominance  

After knowing the average distance (deviation) from the optimal points we might be interested in 

knowing how many of the implemented points actually are the optimal points. 

Dominance quantifies total number of area and error (area, error) points which lie on the optimal set 

of points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Area 

Error 

Figure 7.2: Dominance 
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7.2.6 Area and Error Trade-off curves 

FIR 
 

 

 
 

 

 

In Figures 7.3 and 7.4 we can see the tradeoff curves for the FIR filter for both binary and exhaustive 

search. We have implemented the LSB masking strategy since we have many integer type internal 

signals here. After having an error of 10% the area values dipped to 105 ALUT’S as shown in the 

figures. 

 

 

 

 

𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒 =  
4

11
× 100% = 36.3% 

Binary Search  Exhaustive Search 

Figure 7.3:  Figure 7.4: FIR exhaustive search 

 

FIR binary search 

 

N= Numbers of Points of the Heuristic Method  

M= Numbers of Points of the Baseline/ Optimal Solutions 

  

𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒 =  
𝑁⋂𝑀

𝑀
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AVE8 

Binary search 

 

 

In Figures 7.5 and 7.6 we can see the tradeoff curves for the AVE8 benchmark. The average 8 filter 

calculates the average for every 8 inputs provided to it. Like FIR, LSB masking is implemented for bit 

width reduction. The least significant bits are masked in order to have error within the threshold. We 

can observe the reduction in area value which is linear with increase in error. 

Decimation  

Binary search 

   

 

Figure 7.5: 

Figure 7.7: 

Exhaustive Search 

      Exhaustive Search 

AVE8 binary search Figure 7.6: AVE8 exhaustive search 

 

Decimation binary search Figure 7.8: Decimation exhaustive 

search 
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Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the tradeoff curves for the decimation filter. The algorithm is a 5-stage 

decimation filter. It consists of 5 FIR filters cascaded together where the output of one stage is the 

input to the next stage. Here the filter has more floating point signals to perform the decimation 

function. We can notice the gradual decrease in area, error points along the x axis. The points are dense 

indicating the number of bit widths explored. As the error>0 is introduced, the lesser area values are 

explored and the pareto (optimal) points indicate the same.  

Interpolation 

Binary search 

   

 

Figures 7.9 and 7.10 shows the tradeoff curves for the interpolation filter. The points are as 

shown in the figure. The combinations of all the bit widths resulted in large number of area, error 

points. The decrease is smooth when we encounter error>0 as shown in the figures.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.9: Interpolation binary 

search 
Figure 7.10: Interpolation exhaustive 

search 

Exhaustive Search 
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Sobel 

Binary search 

 

 

Figures 7.11 and 7.12 shows the area and error points for the sobel filter. Both binary and 

exhaustive search method is shown. The graphs show an area of reduction to 120 and much more 

with increased error. 

IDCT 

Binary search 

 

 

Exhaustive Search 

Figure 7.11: Sobel binary search Figure 7.12: Sobel exhaustive 

search 

Figure 7.13: IDCT binary search Figure 7.14: IDCT exhaustive 

search 

Exhaustive Search 
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Figures 7.13 and 7.14 shows the points for the IDCT benchmark. The inverse discrete cosine 

transform expresses a finite sequence of data points in terms of, a sum of cosine functions of 

different frequencies. It is normally used in many applications, e.g., image compression (jpeg) 

and solution of partial differential equations.  

7.2.7 Runtime, ADRS and Dominance results 

Table 7.3: Runtime, ADRS and Dominance results  

Benchmark 

 

ADRS  

(Binary search) 

 

Dominance 

(Binary search) 

 

Runtime 

(Binary search) in mins 

Runtime 

(Exhaustive search) in mins 

 

Fir 1.52% 46.15% 10.67 21.42 

Ave8 1.55% 39.13% 5.64 16.43 

Decimation 2.74% 35.78% 99.25 238.43 

Interpolation 0 100% 129.81 138.31 

Sobel 2.36% 79.74% 6.29 20.67 

Idct 19.46% 54.54% 10.29 12.54 

Arithmetic 

Average 

4.81% 

 

59.22% 

 

  

Geometric 

Average 

  21.57 

 

33.82 

 

 

The arithmetic average of ADRS metric is 4.81% indicating the % distance closeness of the points to 

the optimal set. Also the dominance value is 59.22% indicating the intersection of the points with the 

optimal set. We could save 36.22% of running time if we employ binary search to get ACdesigns as 
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compared to exhaustive search. The geometric mean from Table 7.3 proves the above result values for 

running time. 

7.2.8 CWB and Dynamic method area without error 

Table 7.4: Area values for binary search and CWB without and error  

 
Area in ALUTs  

(CWB without Error) 

Area in ALUTs 

(Binary Search method 

without error) 

Area in ALUTs 

(Binary Search method 

with error Emax) 

AVE8 67 66 66 

FIR 152 152 97 

DECIMATION 3660 3445 2,889 

INTERPOLATION 2530 2436 2089 

SOBEL 175 175 125 

IDCT 8310 8209 7117 

Geometric mean  718.11 703.23 570.21 

 

Table 7.4 compares the aggressiveness of the static and the dynamic bit width reduction techniques, 

in both cases both without introducing any errors in the system and with Emax = 30% error (30% value 

is chosen for our analysis). We can see the area saving by binary search method compared to CWB 

optimization (commercial HLS tool optimization) without introducing any error is on average 2.1%. 

The area saving by the binary search method with Emax = 30% error compared to the binary search 

method without error is 18.91% and compared to CWB without error it is 20.59%. So the total area 

saving by the method implemented is 20.59% with introducing Emax=30%. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusion 

In this work we have presented a dynamic bitwidth optimization method for behavioral descriptions 

for HLS, and in particular SystemC which has its own standardize data types. A new dynamic way of 

bit width optimization by tapping the internal signals is presented. Also a brute force method is 

implemented and compared with the binary search method. Binary search method improvement is 

observed with an area saving of 20.59%. Techniques like ADRS, dominance and runtime were used 

to draw a conclusion that for all the benchmarks used, Binary search provided a better result.  

8.2 Future Work 

This work can be extended in multiple dimensions. Some examples include: 

 These methods can be run on wide range of benchmarks.  

 Also other better strategies can be used over binary search. 

 And more internal signals can be identified and changed with optimized bit width. 
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